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VADkind united in peace:t'ul oompetition, tree trom f'ear and ttee trom vaa't, a

mankind where %IBn has trul1 come into his own -- this great th'eaa1a exactl»g. ,It

may demand great sacrifices. But it deserves the deepest loyalty ot e~er.1 mao.

Short of' our unreserved devotion it will remain a dream, laoking substance. It
this is not Teoogn1zed, 1t may even b11nd US to ie&lity - .. and beoome a cl$.Dger,

though it should be a source of strength.

At this season, ten years atter ~l:te end of tt/-eSecond World War, we :Look be.ok

avera year of achievements and of eU8appoin~t8 in our pursu1t of' this dream.

M:l.y the trials and the triumphs alike stre~then our r"eo~ve in the y~ar ahead to

serve the cause of' :e:uman1ty with the unswerving loyalty and devotion t_t ~

demanded of U,S.
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The worle for human riGhts c$lls for a combination of high ideals Bnd aware.

ness of existing realities, The goal of all those who are engaged in that work

is to realize the amplest freedom and opportunity for fulfilment of every member

of the human family, with ~ach individual according to his neigbbor the rights

he would claim for himself'.

To def~ne universal standards for achievement was diffic~ enough. However,

it was· done. On Human Rights Day I the anniversary of the adoption by the Un!ted

Nations of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, we can justly celebrate

that contribution to our common progress-~provided we also accept, without di~

couragement, our common responsibi~ity for all that remains to be done over the.

years ahead to brinG these standards progressively closer to universal practice.

Cherishing the ideals which inspired the Declaration and sustained by the

knowledge that they represent the aspirations of all mankind, may each one of

us, by word and deed; help to create a climate of reason and understanding that

will favor the translation of these rights into everyday human conduct.

In so doinG, we. shall also be helping to build a world at peace.

* * *
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Mr. Te.rumbaum, Mr. McCabe, Mr., Fatterspn and lad1e.s and gentl~en:

,I ,appreciate v.ery much YO':Jr thinking of the United Nations and its 8ecnn.ary- .

General on this occasion -- and even more you~ deeirethat t' should joinyou~n

spite of. the faat that my duties as a co-host for a concert now in progress in the

General Assembly Hall make it possible for me to be with you only briefly.

May I first of all pay my respects to' your gUeB't of honor (Richard C.

Patterson Jr., New York City I S Commiae1oner of the Department of Commerce and

Public Events). We at the United Na.tions know him well as an indefatigable,

friend, in his capac~ty as Chairman of th~ United Nations Committee of the City

of New York. :But we are also aware of lUs Wioe ..rangingactivities in behalf of

the people of this city and its youth for which yOU are giving him such fitting

recognition this evening.

All of us in the United Nations Secretariat are grateful for the friendship

and good neighborliness that have been demonstrated in so many ways by the civic

leaders and people of New York City since the United Nations er;;ttablishea its

Headquarters down on theEaet River. As neighbors we Q.lso take a lively interest

in such programs ae the,t made possible by 'the New York Mirror's Youth Welfare

Fup.d. And we admire the sense of responsibility to the community -- and of

service totbe community -- that prompts and sustains such progame. Indeed, the

prob~ems and challenges of this great city, with its population representative

of almost every creed and racial background, are in many ways similar to those

that face aU c~. us in the larger community of tbe world repreeented in the Unite<o

Nations. '

(more)
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When I read the ~xcellent pamphlet describing the New York Mirror yout~,.
program, I noted the statement that "only by understa.ndi:~g;·'steadfaB1:ness ot

~ ~ . .:'

purpose, goodwill and a firm grasp of fundamental isoues'willeolution" of the

grave problems before us be possible. In helping to prepare-~he·you~h·df.this

city for acitizen~~ip w~ich will reflect these qualities, you will also be
j .- ....• -.. .' . ..' ..' ...•

preparing them for the wider responsibility. of helping to. build a world in which

the nations will also l€ar~ to live' B.S· gOOd': ~eighbors and' 1ri peace.

ThUS, I am dO~bly happy to j~in o~'t'hi~ ~cce.sl~n '---,-:ror a personal reason

as one who lives among you, and ~or an ·official reason as secretary-General of

the world organization whose future"in the last a~lY~is, depends .onthose

qualities of indi~idual character to which.your y~ut~.progra~is dedicated.

* *** *
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THE SECRETARY-GENERAL'S STATE...JvIE:NT AT THE PIANO REC,ITAL BY

HALllIA CZERNY-STEFANSKA IN ,COMMEMORATION OF THE

lOOTH ANNIVERSPu.iY OF THE DEATH OF

ADAM MICKIEWICZ IN T:s:r£ GEIiJERAL ASSEMBLY HALL,

28 NOVEMBER 1255

On b~half of the hosts I have the pleasure of welcoming you,to this concert.

When,tho.nks to the generosity'of' Mr •. and Hrs: Thoms Watson, 'we were able to

equip the General Assembly Hall for concerts, it was my hope and the hope of the

donors that we could make music a permanent part of the life at the United Nations

Headquarters. It was also our hope that in doing so we might broaden the possibili

ties for delegates and staff members to cet acquainted with the music of various

Membe r Countries. So far we r.J:lve only made a beGinning. This is in fact only the

third time we have the privileGe of listening to a concert rendered possible by the
,

initiative of a Hember Government. The first occasion as you will remember, ,Tas

when last year Ve received the Amsterdam Concertcebouw Orkest. A second occasion

was the concert of Arrau this fall.

As appears from the invitation and the ~ro8ram, the Polish Government in

arranging this concert has wished also to remind us of one of the~Great poets of

the last century, a man who fought for ideals which are shared by all freedom

lOVing peoples and has found an eloquent expression in the Charter of the United

Nations.

The United Nations cannot celebrato any man or any national memory. However,

such a memory may symbolize universal ideals. A man and his work belonG to those

who rightly can claim it to be theirs, but his ideals may belonG to all mankind.

Grateful to the Polish Government for this generous gesture to the United

Nations, we can as an organization give our thoughts 'to what is ours: The ideals

of freedom ~d justice which found such an eloquent spokesman in that citizen

of the world, Adam Mickiewicz.
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SECRETARY -GENERAL'S MESSAGZ FOR UNITED NATIONS TJAY-

24 oc'roBER 1955

This year, more than before, United Nations :ray will be a day of rededf~at!oxt

to the goals of the Charter for millions of every nationality and creed around

the world.

A tenth anniversary is naturally a special occasion. But I believe there is

another reason for the wider observance of this day. It lies in the grOWing

understanding, deep in the minds and hearts of all of us, of the community of our

world and the common destiny of all the nations in it. Our differences are as

apparent as ever, but we see better than before our dependence upon each other

and upon the preservation of peace among us. The discoveries of the atomic

scientists have given us fair warning of the mutual destruction, without victory,

that another war would bring. At the same time they have opened before us possi

bilities of a better life for all p~oplea hitherto far beyond our reach.

Since 1945 we have learned much, not only abo~t the difficulties of bUilding

a peaceful world order, but about its promise and its necessity. We recognize

more clearly that the United Nations eXists, not to save us, but to serve us, in

efforts that all must share. And I think we are more ready to accept the fact

that we are only at the beginning of a c~eative struggle which will continue to

present a great challenge to the human spirit for years to come.

May the observance of United Nations Day help us to find the wisdom and the

steadfastness to meet this challenge.

#=11=1/=
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The other day, expressing!D1 regrets that it 'tfould not be possible for me to

follow the debates in this CoEmittee, I promised to study the transcript of the

statements made and to give such explanations and information as I might find

called for.

I have now studied the records care:fully. There is no difference of view BE

'to what we Bre and should be striving for. Indeed there could not be any

difference; for, as Secretary-General, I sincerely endorse the self-determinatir

of peoples, .set out :for us in the Charter as one of the goals of the

United Nations. I am sure that my outlook in this matter in the light of your

own experience is known, and I am sur~ that my report to the General Assembly ani.

my statement of 11 October when restudied outside the :fra~work of debate,- will .

be found to underline and reaffirm it. To some extent there appears to be a

difference of vie" as tc;> the procedure best suited to promote self-determination

speedily and over the widest possible field. I have 'gone on record'with a brief

and preliminary indication of my views on this 1 not with a proposal. An
r

elaboration of' those views may, on genera~ grounds, be called for to remove some

misinterpretations. I feel, however, that such an elaboration might be of greate

service at a later stage and 'vill, of course, be glad to assist you when this ma:'

be of value. I trust that your deliberations will lead to a happy result, which

is what we all desire.

55~25618
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OPENING RErtARKS BY SECRETARY-GENERA.T~ DAG IIA~.f.ll.~KJOLD

AT THE Nl!;W YORK HERALD-rin:l3UNE FORUM
ON StiNDAY, 16 OCTOBER 1955, N.( 7:45p.M.

GENERAL ASSEMBLY HALt, UN+J;ED NATIONS BE:ADQ£ARTERS .

VAY I, first of all, extend & personal welcome to all of you 'here tonight. May

I also use this opportunity to express ~ adDdration,for:thepubliC service given

by the New York Herald-Tribune in these forums. The subject for consideration this

evening -- The Promise and Problems ot Atomic Power .- could not have been better

chosen to demonstrate the ~alue ot this public servi~e.

It was in this hall, not quits two years a~o, that President Eisenhower made

the. famous speech whioh marked. the beginning of the unprecedented effort upon which

the world is now embarked to rea11ze the promise and overcome the pr,oblems ot atomic

power. Even now, I think most of us are Just beginnine to comprehend the magnitude

ot both the promise and the probleJDS.

On the threshold of anew age we bave to think not only in terms of the next

five or ten years, but in terms, of the next oentUTY. I know this is not eas1 for

anybody. The problems ot the day seem often to be more than enough for us. ,This

is, however, a situation where we bave to go beyond our ordinary limits 1n order to

meet an extraordinary challenge.

You will hear tonight, as one of the very distingu1shed panel of speakers who

will participate in your discussion, Dr. Bhabha who ws president ot the Un1ted

Nations conference on the peaceful uses of atomic energy in Geneva this SU!llDlElr. I

hope he will perm1t me to quote from three sentences in his eloquent address to the

politica~ committee of the General Assembly last week, in which he expressed the

challerige before US in its true perspective and magnitude.

After first .re.viewing the facts about the known reserves of conventiona} fuels

for power, he said, "They show the absolute necessity of f'1nd1ng Ei~1IIS new sources

of energy if the l1sht ot our ciVilization is not to be extinsu1shed becausetle

have burnt out our fuel resources." And then, after reviewing estimates of the

(more)
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resources for nuclear fuels, he sa1d, liThe 1mportant conclusion to be drawn is • • •
that uranium and thorium can support a progressively expanding world power pro

gramme tor many centuries. Thus, even it the wide-spread use ot atomic energy for

peaceful purposes faces us with political and military problems, we have no option

but to 801ve these problems."

It ie, _in ever wider circles, recognized that we face the prospect of a second

industrial revolution. It can bring econoud~ and 800ial benefits in the next

hundred years far greater and more widely spread than the industrial revolution

based on coal at the past hundred and tifty years.

This time the nations are joining together, as they neTer did before, in order

to guide and control the devel,opment of a new and revolutionary Bource or power for

their common benefit. It is a fact of historie significance and a solid basis for

hope that in this situation the governments have embarked on a cooperation which

in similar periods in the past proved ~ifficult even on a national level. In spite

of all the obvious differences and d1vis10ns among the Member Na~ions, they voted

unanimously in the General Assembly last year for the full and tree exchange of

information on the peaceful uses of atomic energy that took place th1a Bummer among

the delegatee of 73 nations at Geneva. And ~heY' voted unanimously for the estab

lishment of en international atomic energy agency.

Nov the tenth session of the General Assembly is currently engaged in a follow

up'd1scussion which once againgivee evidence of a large measure of agreement on

the fundamentals.

It is already clear that the United Nations will be asked to organize further

sc.1entif'ic conferences at regular intervals similar to t4e Geneva Conference.

The United States and India have both made proposals for Assembly action on

the colleotion and exchange of 1nformation relating to the effects of ato~c radia

tion, about wh10h much further study and researoh are needed.

The progress of' negotiations for the establishment of the international atomic

energy agency is, of'{:ourse, a matter of 1nterest in the current debate. Here the

questions that ere now discussed 1n the United Nations are primarily of an orsani

sational ch&racter and how best to integrate a new, agency into the United Nat10ns

system. I trust that solutions w1l1 be found laying a basis tor fruitful cooperation.,

(more)
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On the adDdniatrative side, the Directors General of the Specialized Agencies

and I agreed last week on a close coordination of the responsibilities ,in atomic

energy matters that may be assigned to the international civil service of the

United Nations family of asene~.s. This agreement will render it possible for the

group to act with all the efficiency of unity and all the impetus prOVided by

treedC'm.

I would be the last to sU8gest that more than a beginning has been made toward

meeting the political challenge of atomic energy. The problems before us are

very great and there will not be any easy solutions. The scientists are still a

long, long way ahead of the politicians and the economists and the civil servants.

But these first steps should 1n themselves, I think, give us new reason for belief

that the creati1e capacity which unlocked the secrets of atomic.energy mayaleo

find the way to use them for the good of mnkind. And if we can find that way, it

should also lead us toward the unlocking of a greater secret even than atomic energy,

the secret of lasting peace.

###
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SPEECH BY THE SECRETARY -GENERAL BEFORE THE THIRD COMMITTEE

11 October 1255

Mr. Chairman,

I have asked for this opportunity to speak because I felt that it might

be helpful if I were, at this stage, to present to the ThirJ C~mmittee some

views on a question that has been of deep concern to its members for several

years. I refer to the question of the self-determination of peoples and nations.

The self-determination of peoples is specifically referred to in Articles 1

and 55 of the Charter as a principle on which one of the fundamental purp~ses of

the rTnited Nations the development of friendly relations among nations -- is

to be based.

Since the war, there has been atJ:lking !,)rogress in the realization of

self-determination. If any proof of this statement were necessary, one wculd

merely have to mention the names 0f th~ following Member States of the United

Nations which have achieved natinnal independe~lce during this period~ Burma,

India, Indonesia, Israel, Lebanon, Pakistan, the Philippines and Syria. One

could add the names of other new stctes, non-Members of the United Nations, one

of which indeed, Libya, is the ch~ld 0f the United Naticns, and point to many

areas of the wcrld where significant advances towards £elf-government and inde

pendence have in recent years been madcl under the aegis of the United "Nations.

It is, however, also a fact that there is still a wide area of disagreement

on how best to implement the principle of self-determination.

At its sixth session, c,n the initiative of this Committee, the General

Assembly ~ecided to inclUde articles on se~f-determination in the Covenants on

Human Rights. At the same and SUbsequent sessions, it also requested the

Commission on Human Rights tc make recommendations for the implementation of

this right. Two of these recommendations will be studied at the present session

of the Committee, as well as a third proposal made by the Econcmic and Social

Council.

(more)
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I will not hide from yout:liefa~t tb.-a-:t ~ ~ somewhat skeptical concerning the

usefulness or practicability of the n~w·CcmmiBsionwhich it is s'lggested should be

set up to su~vey'the ~tatu's 'of' thef~right ofpenl1anentsovereignty over the natural

wealth and resources. of the"peoples and nations of the world. Might not the

energies of the Uniten Nations give more promise if concentrated on more concrete

projects aimed at well-defined objectives? There is an obvious risk, moreover,

that having regal~~' to't'h~ ";;t~~sphe;e 'in whi~h this' question of 'sel:f -determination is

being discussea, the establishment of, and eventually the discussion in, such a

Commission might int~oduce complications in that cooperation between all the

nations concerned which is essential in any programme for the economic improvement

of the industrially under-developed areas of the world.

The ,second proposal of the Comnission on Human Rights is to establish a new

commission which would examine alleged denials of the right of self-determination.

My observations at this point are more of an organizational and structural nature.

It ,seems to me imperative, particularly at this stage in the development of the

United Nations, that we should try to make the best use of existing Thachinery before

contemplating the creation o~ any new organ. Is there anything that this new

commission is intended to do which 'cannot more appropriately be' done by one of the

Councils or by one of the Committees of the General Assembly1 These organs are

sanctioned by the Charter; their functions are well understood by Member States;

and, more important perhaps, Member States are committed to their authority and

jurisdiction. Although they have not yet been able to find solutions to all these

problems, I believe that, with wise statesmanship, they will succeed. We defeat

our own purposes if, in any way, we undermine their authority and ·jurisdiction. There

is a danger, Mr. Chairman, that if the Commission is established it will bring

disillusi0n in its train.

I referred a moment ago to the opportunities for wise statesmanshiV. This

question of the self~determinationof peoples does indeed provide a challenge to

statesmanship. But it is a challenge which, with a reasonable amount of good will,

tolerance and constructive imagination, can be met •. The important thing at this

moment, it seems to me, is to provide tbe bases of understanding between the

protagonists of different p01nts of view. For with understanding much of the

problem will surely's01veitselL In thinking of the problem it has occured to me,
, .

therefore, that one possible solution might be for the United Nati otis 'to provide a

forum where the question can be discussed in an atmosphere of calm. And for this

purpose I do see some justification in setting up a neW co~ittee of a purely

temp'Jrary character. For what is needed, in the first instance in any event, is

(more)
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agreement nn basic principles -- an agreement that can undoubtedly ~eet be reached

if the discussion is divorced from burning political controversies. The time of

the General Assembly and of the Councils is taken up by specific problems and

these problems are, most of them, highly controversial.

I know that, when at the last session of the Economic and Social Council,

it was proposed that the General A~sembly set up an Ad ~ Commission on Self

Determination, certain members 'Jbjected that the time had come for action and

that there was no need for further study of principles already ~ell-knnwn. But,

as I envisage it, the mandate of the new commission would n~t be to make studies.

Nor would it be composed of experts appointed by the Secretary-General, although

the Secretariat could, I am sure, make a useful contribution to its work. Nor

in the light of work already done in United Nations organs -- am I suggesting

merely that an effort be made to define what is meant by the self-determination

of peoples. No, I am thinking rather of a new political forum where representatives

of g0vernments would sit and where an effort would be made to seek agreement on

certain basic principles in the hope that, once this agreement had bee~ reached,

these pri~ciples might be applied by the normal and competent authorities of the

United Nations in the solution of specific problems. This new C0rnmittee might have

the defined and concrete mandate to prepare f,)r consideration and adoption by the

General Assembly a Declaration on the Self-Determination of Peoples and Nations.

The duty to draft such a Declaration would provide a framework for the debates in

the new committee and, at the same time, give the necessary impetus to its work.

When adopted, the Declaration should be a document which would not only assist us

in the solution of many problems but also prevent some of them from ever arising.

! believe that such a Declaration might also help in finding a way out of the

political impasse in which the draft Covenants on Human Rights now find themselves.

One of the great tasks of this Committee is to complete the drafting of these

Covenants. I sincerely hope that you will be able to pursue this task with dis

patch but, if my analysis of the situation is right, the whole confused question

of self-determinatinn again intervenes to prevent the Committee from getting ahead

with what at this stage -- after many years of discussion in this Committee and

in the Commission on Human Rights -- should be primarily a technical matter. It

would be my earnest hope that if the committee which I have suggested for considera

tion were established for the p~pose of drafting a Declaration on Self-Determina

tion, the. Third C0mmittee would proceed forthwith to complete the drafting of the

Covenants.
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD---
UNITED NATIONS STAFF DAY - 9 SEPTEMBER 1955

So we meet again for our Third Staff Day.

We meet in order to have a good time together. But the Staff Day is also an

expression of our feeling of being one family -- with its worries and its sources

of satisfaction, with its possible divergencies of interests and vieY1S and with

its unity of purpose and its solidarity. When on this occasion we bring also

personal friends or members of our own families, it only reflects the fact that

our group is firmly integrated with the society in which we live and that our

sense of unity covers also the friends of our frier-ds.

In previous years you have had to listen to a couple of addresses on matters

of mutual interest within the House. This time we have felt that we could well do

without that part of the Staff Day celebration, leaving the discussion of any

specific problems to other occasions.

However, as an introduction to this evening's entertainment, I would like to

remind you of a few facts which should give their special color to the Staff Day

1955.

We who work for the United Nations take part in a continuing process of

creation that was only begun ten years ago -- the creation of this instrument for

peace. The way ahead is a long one. We may register successes or suffer defeats.

In both cases we should know that by keeping steadfastly to our responsibilities,

giving our utmost to this venture, we can rest assured that the ultimate result

will be victory, in the sense that the organism for which we have been working,

will be as good a reply to the desperate needs of our world as it is within our

human powers to give.

(more)
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In this light we should realize that although we have every reason to rejoice

for successes of our organization, they give us no right to relax, and although we

have every reason to regret defeats, they sh~uld only serve to inspire us to new

efforts. That being said, I feel that we bave every reason to reJoice t<;>day

because·of a few things that have happened in the past year.

We hav·e had the very important conference at Bandung where the African and

Asian nations came together. The resuit of that conference reflected the si·gnifi

cance of the United Nations and added strength to our orgarii~ation. We have had

the san Francisco meeting, and we know how it developed into a manifestation of

the significance of the United Nations in world affairs and gave new and strong

encouragement to all those who wish to make our organization the best possible

instrument for peace. We have had the Atomic Conference in Geneva under United

Nati.ons auspices where the Organization entered a new, vastly important field of

activities,and did so in a way which should be a source of satisfaction to all

of us.

We have also other reasons for gratitude. As workers for peace, we followed

with optimism and deep engagement the negotiations among the Big Four, for which

the Uni.ted Nations acted as host. And I am sure that we all rejoiced with the

families of the fifteen men who served for the United Nations when they were

recently released after a long time in prison.

Those are facts which I feel we should remember. Those are facts which make

me feel that every single member of this Secretariat, and all of our friends here

present, should sense that, getting together tonight, we meet not only in order to

have a good time and to give expression to our sense of unity, but also in joy

and gratitude for new steps forward taken along the long road to the final success

to which we should all be proud to be allowed to make a contribution.

And now, ladies and gentlemen, in that spirit let us all welcome the artists

who so generously have put their great talent in the service of our common· cause.

Again we have the pleasure of seeing among us some of the great among those whose

enviable profession it is to give to their fellow men beauty and pleasure.

* *** *
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ADDRESS BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAGHM<1V.l.LlRSKJOLD--_._--------
AT THE OPENING ~1EETING OF THE SIXTH SESSION .

OF THE ECONOMIC COM:'lISS::OlJ FOR LATIN AMERICA

Bogota (Colombia), Monday, 29 August 1955

It gives me great pleasure to have the opportunity to be present at this

session of the Economic Commission for Latin t~erica, meeting here in the beautiful

city of Bogota. We are all grateful for the support that your Government is giving

to the United Nations and for the gracious hospitality which the Government of

Colombia has extended to the Commission. v~ also appreciate the enthusiastic sup

port and assistance in the organization of the session. I take advantage of this

opportunity, Mr. President, to express my sincere wishes for the success of your

country in its determined effort to further the economic and social.progress. Over

two years have elapsed since the last full seesion of the Commission. During that

period its activities have adv~nced substantially. The Economic and ~ocial Council,

in considering ECLA's annual reports, has recognized the impact of its work. upon the
,. ' . -

underst~nding and solution of the economic problems of this region. This recogni-

tion reflects the interest and appreciation which the work of the Commission and its

secretariat have elicited among all members of the United Nations.

At the recent session of the Council in Geneva, I had the privilege to have

with me, during the debate on the world economic situation, your distinguished

Executive Secretary, Dr. Raul Prebisch, as well as the Executive Secretaries of ECE

and EC1\FE, who made valuable contributions to the debate on the world economic sit

uation and introduced the reports of the commissions which they serve. I had the

opportunity, on that occasion, to emphasize the il1cn~a.sing importance of the

Council's annual review of the work of the regional crnmnissions as the regional

approach becomes more effective and represents an increasing proportion of' the

economic activities of the United Nations. Acknowledgement of the value of the work

of your Commission has also been evident in the General Assembly. ECLA's work has

al~n~s received high praise and the funds proposed for its work are keenly and con

stantly supported by a great majority of the Member Governments. The Commission has

thus been able to fulfill the tasks assigned to it in the knowledge that it has the

full confidence of the Council and the General Assembly.
(r.'lore)
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(more)

One reason for the hig~ est~em wnich t~e Commisaion:enJoys is ,to be found in

the quality ,of its reports. It can indeed be said that ECLA's studies on economic
'-", .,

development and industrialization .~ for example, the report on technfque of pro~

grmm1ting •. have played a aign!fiOaht,part in the formation of a new and practical

ciutlook in this field.

Among the many otheractivities d~, ybut, Commission'Jone of the most striking

is the work which is 'progressing through the Committee ort Econoraic Co~opE!ration ill

Central knerica. In several respects thiS~~Qject throws an especially favorable

light upon how various United Nations bodies can effectively assist a group of

countries in their economic development. FirstlY,. there is inter~governmentalco~

operation" at a high policy level; secondly, there is close coopera.tion between the

regional eommission' s secretariat', the Technical Assistance Administration and the

interested specialized agencies; 'finally, and w.ost'in1portant J all involved are

moved by a COlll1llon conc,ern for the objec'tives 'eifthe program.

ECLA'a studies of econoruicdevelopinent'of individual countries, made with the
encoUl~agement, and collaboration, , ' , , ',

, of the governments concerned, are another 'example of frUitful coOperation

between the secretariatlind'eovernments which may have a signific'ant beEiring" on the

development 'of teCJ:mical assistance. They 'are &1.so of broader interest to countries

facing similar problems. \

The subject of energy is rightly receiving increasing atterttionfrom your

Commission. As you may know, I have recently returned from the International Con

ference on the Peaceful Uses of 'Atomic Energy. This Conference was organized by and

held under the auspices of the United Nations as a first step in the exercise of

its responsibilities in'afield where mankind may well have reached a turning-point

in 'its age.long s'truggle against' poverty. We are only on the threshold of irt'.Illensely

significant developments in the harnessing of this new source of energy in the

service of man and much exploration remains to be accomplished before the economic'
"

consequences can be fUlly assessed and its benefits realized. But it is already

clear that the introduction of a.tomicenergymay in the future become 0. primary

factor in making possible the more rapid economic growth o~ regions like Latin

America. As pointed out in the ECLAreport on progro.mming' economic development l'

with the advanced techniques' now becoming available, 'it ahould no longer 'be

,necessary for the under-developed countries tb :pass 'through all the stages o~ de~

velopment which characterized thehistorica.l pattern of growtn of the industrialized

co~tries.'

~, 'j-~ • .:- ~
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Financing of economic developoent ~as one of the many topics considered by
,,' .. ,.' . :' t ':. , " '.:, '" . ' ", .

the Economic and Social Cotincil at its reci~nt session. On the quest~on of the
. ,''!'!'

establislnuent of a Special United Nations Funu for Economic Development the Coun~il
;, " .". - ~, '. . " -

had a long discussion on the report prepared by Mr. Scheyven and decided to ask the. ,'. .

General Assembly" firstly, to J;'equest governments to submit their comments on this
, .

report early next year and, secondly, to appoint an ~. hqc COLli11ittee to .consider

the replies and to report to the Council. The Council also,expressed its

appreciation of the progress bei.ng made in E:;st.o.blishingthe International Finance

Corporation. This CC?rpor~tion.; ,it is hoped, will corne into existence in the near
,

future and play a,significant part in the task of stimula~ing economic development.

Great emphasis was given by t~e Council to ll~~ns of expandin~ inteJ;'national

trade. Your Conunission.has before it a resolution adopted by the Coul1cil on inter

regional trade cOl1sultations. We have yet to see whether, the technique of inter

regional trade consultations can be applied successf~lly to wider areas, and the

Council in adopting a rather cautious resolution on the ~atter has, I believe,

taken a wise step. Whether such con6ult~tic_:s o.re l1eld will depend in the first

instance on the commissions themselves. At tl,e same time it is provided that any

such consultations shall be open ~o all Members of the United Nations and of the

specialized agencies and countries particip~ting in the work of regional economic
':. - ' ". .. --. . \'

commissions~ The success of such trade consultations would largely depel1~, +think,
.' - . .'. .

on whether countries are prepareJ to stipulGte in advance the particular trading
., .:.. , ..... ,..'" . ' . I ',;

pr091ems, they ,Wish to have considered. On that condition, and given adequ~te pre-
- . ' ,

paration, inter-regional consultations may wel+ prove a useful additional instru-
. .~ ,.' .

ment for increas~ngt~ade.
",',

The Council also gave close attention to the world socio.l situation and the

Th1ited Nations social programs. I have every hope that the secretariats of the
., .

regional economic comrl1issions will be able to undertake some activities in this
-, t·· • "'.:..

,fie~d, ,and, to this end, I am plannin~ to strengthen the secretariat with
. ~ . . '

appropriate specialists.

The sessions of the Counci~ and of the Technical Assistance Co~uittee repre-..) .:'" ",'

se~ted an important milestone in the life of the Expanded Progra~ne of Technical
~ " .

Assistance • Bot~1 the Council and the Comrllittee reaffirmed their faith in the
.:' ,

.-

Progra.rI1TUe as one of the most effective methods of helping the, less developed

countries to promote their economic development, and there was a growing awareness
'~ '; '\:' I j •

amongst ~he governm~nts ~f the need to provide a ~eater measure of stability to it

by longer -term programmin~. (c.lore)
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Attention was also devoted to evaluatioh of activities w1der the EXpanded Pro

grrnNae, and it was decided to address a questionnaire on different aspects of the

Prograr.J1l1e to countries to which TAB Resident Representatives are accredited, with a

view to assessi~g the value of tl~ Programme. A proposal of the Administrative

COrnTaittee on Co-ordination to w1dertake a "forward look" study of the Expanded Pro

grollliae in the light of the past five years' experience was welcomed.

It may be of interest to the Comnlission if I refer briefly to some of the

preliminary findings of the survey which I have been undertaking of the orGanization

of the secretariats of the regional commissions and of the Technical Assistance Ad

ministration, following last year's survey of the organization of the secretariat

at Headquarters. The survey generally tends to the conclusion that there should be

closer integration and greater utilization of comnon resources in the execution of

their respective responsibilities between the staff assigned to the Department of

Economic and Social Aflairs at Headquarters and the staff of the regional com

missions. In the field of technical assistance, it is felt that a Qore rational

and efficient utilization of resources available to the Department of Economic and

Social Affairs at Heaclquarters, the regional economic commissions and the Technical

Assistance Administration would mater~ally be~efit the gover~ents which are being

assisted through the Expanded Programnle of Technical Assistance. Proposals are

under consideration which would prc~ote a closer working relationship araong those

secretariat units. But it is quite basic, first that the role of resident repre

sentatives of TAB m1d of the agency representatives, wherever they exist, should

in no way be weakened, and secondly that the regional economic commission secre

tariats should not assume operational responsibilities or activities which would

detract from the authority of the resident representatives or Headquarters in New

York. I should add that the survey suggests that, SUbject to certain adjustments,

the ECLA secretariat is well adapted to the work assigned to it by your Corumission

and that it should have at its disposal adequate staff resources for the fulfilment

of its manifold responsibilities.

At the recent session of the Economic and Social Council I referred to the

measures taken, both nationally and internationally, to promote economic development,

as constituting a demonstration of international cooperation without parallel in

world history. For the first time we are Witnessing a general and practical

recognition of the fact that the welfare of each individual country is of concern

to all. At the saQe time· I emphasized that the measures so far undertaken are on

much too SQall a scale to overcome the heritage of generations of poverty.

(more)
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We all know that the atmosphere of international tension which has dominated

world affairs most of the time since the United Nations was established is the main

reason for this past inadequacy. This year, however, there has been a succession

of events indicating a trend toward a climate more favorable for the constructive

work that the United Nations can do so much to promote. The Bandung Conference

of Asian and African nations was notable for its expressions of strong support for

the work and purposes of the United Nations as a world oreanization. At San

Francisco, the lOth anniversary meetings were dominated by a universal spirit of

rededication to the United Nations Charter. This summer the meeting of the Heads

of Government of four Great Powers at which the United Nations was host, the

release by the People's Republic of China of the U.S. fliers, and the great United

Nations atomic conference of which I have already spoken have, in succession, con

tributed to a better atmosphere.

I believe that new opportunities are now opening before us for more effective

cooperation in the field of econowic and social development. Within the United

Nations every Member country can exert its influence in promoting a more determined

and substantial international attacl{ on the problem of poverty than before. In the

regional economic cor~lissions, you have a special opportunity and responsibility

in this respect. Your own record constitutes ample evidence that you will be able

to make a sound and iTI~ginative contribution to a new common effort to meet this

over-riding challenge of our tiues.

* *** *
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NOTE TO CORRESPONDENTS:

COMMENT BY S:&:RETARY..GENERAL ON ADDRESS BY US SE£RETARY OF STATE

JOHN FOSTER DULLES BEFORE COUNCIL O~ FOREIGN RELATIONS

In the Introduction to my Report to the General Assembly I said concerning thl!

situation in Palestine:

"It should be one of the principal objectiv.es of the United Nations
in the coming year so to influence conditions in the area. as to create a
basis on which the parties may find it possible to consider a more last
ing settlement. The fate of the Palestine refugees has been tar too long
upon our conscience. The security and the economic and social progress
of all the nations in the area'depend upon the outcome. Even a partial
solution of the problems of the refugees miBht well be the beginning of
a.~ge;neral stabilization of conditions in the area.."

Holding these views I welcome warmly ·the generous and constructive spirit of.

which Sec:retary Dulles' speech on the Middle ;Eastern problems g1vesevidence • Hi~

sugges'tic:m concerning financial assistance from the community of nations to the

solution of the ref\18ee problems and the Willingness of the United States to carry ".

its part of the burden, may well prove to be on approach to this humanitarian

problem Which would mark a beginning of a general stabilization of conditions in

the area~ I hope that this farsighted suggestion will be received with all the

a.tten1.:(ionthat it deserves and give us a basis on which the "parties may find it

pO,saible to Consider a more lasting settlement" of those unresolved political

questions to which.Secretary Dulles also refers.

* *** *
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TEXT OF STATEMENT TO BE GIVEN BY THE SECRETAR.!:..GENERAL AT THE OPENING

OF THE INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON THE PEACEFUL USES OF ATOMIC ENERGY

IN GENEVA ON MONDAY, 8 AUGUST' 1955

(The following bas been received from the UN Information Center in Geneva.)

This 1s 'a conference of master-builders of nuclear science and nuclear

engineering from seventy-two natio~8 of the world, assembled here under the auspices

of the United Nations, to'discus8, exchange and share their knowledge with the

aim of harnessing atomic energy to the purposes of peace and human welfare.

---" -, These-are the bare facts and were I to confine my siatement to these, it

would yet not fail to bring out the un1a~ft ,'?~11ty of this distinguished

gathering. When in the history of mankind have men of knOWledge, representing so

many diverse and distant nationa, congregated to offer the beat of their minds

and goodwill in order to promote knowledge and, tbroughknowledge, peace?

But we would do well to permit ourselves seme further contemplation on this

occasion in order to place this event in its historical perspective and to try

to sense its true significance. Though conceived and arranged as a scientific

conference, intercourse amongst specialists on this level would ha~ not only-
scientific but econemic, social and, I be:Lieve, l'0litical conse9~en.S4§ Qf deep

•
_import. Therefore as citizen.s of this age , 'it" should be our duty to take

'"careful note of its various aspects and to derive inspiration from this event.

Let us not fail to recall on this occasion that it is to the initiative

taken by the President of the United States in the General Assembly of the

United Nations in December 1953 that we owe the origins of this Conference. He

gave expression to the deepest hope of all humanity when he rejected the prospect

that "atomic colossi are doomed malevolently to eye each other indefinitely

across the trembling world" and urged the development of effective international

cooperation in the peaceful uses of atomic E:nergy'which would show that "the

great powerEf ot' the earth, both of the East and the West, are interested in human
(!1D:.-e)
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aspirations first rather than in bJiiding Jp the armaments of war." It is to the

glory of these humanaspirat10na that the response to his words has been both

widespread and sincere and the United Nations haa had the opportunity of steppi.?g

out int·o~a.nother important, though this tj.me utterly novel, field of human activity

With limitless possibilities of amelioration through inter~ational cooperation•.

A tribute must the:!:'efol'e be paid to the courage and imagination of those nations

which have lent tbairactive coope~ation to this Confer~nce as well as to those

who have lent it thei~ best ~0pes.

We have left behind us t.ha times when man, explo::ing what might have then

been regarded as inert matter, di~covered tremeDdouB Anergy coiled up at the very
. .

heart of the atom. We then en~ered a phase when, within the lifespan of an

individual, this energy assumed destructive shapes and threatened to become .our

nemesis. 'the Conference whose inauguration we are celebrating today might well

mark tlle. b~ginni.ng of a phase during which man viill have left his l;lewilderme~_,...
.-and his fe.ar behind and will begin to feel the elation of one of the greatest

I..
conque~t8 ~ade by his mind.- The exploitation of nuclear energy for social and econo'(Ilic ends will be a

cons.iderable relief frem the oppressive thought that, in un10cldng the e,tom, we

had done.more than unlock the most sinister PanClorafs box in nature. This, in

itself, will have great psychological value and should free our best cree,tive

efforts. But, apart from that, I am sure this Conference will dewcnat:r"·:.;e t1:J~

many practical uses to Which these discoveries could be put for cU:"ingo':1;il~ (;?'

our worst· physical, social and economic ills, for raising the standarGsof living,

and for lifting mankind to a higher level of well-being.
" ."

It ~ll also demonstrate that intellectual cooperation a:non;,~:rt sc5-rhtists,
. . ~~!I'H""""~rI'."I""n~-rJ!r1I'F.-;"~~~'P'i7rl~icl~which was such. a feature of our civil:rzabtoZl unCil "eM IA§t great wa1' 2.lld which

has since been interrupted by the darker forces of history, is once more

recognized as a moral responsibility which we cannot escape if we are to continue
""""- ...

to promote and not to hinder the proces.s of our common civilization.

One 'is often a.eked .whether this Conference has any political significance!

In its conception, its purpose end its'approach, this C~nt'erence i'8 as no'n-pqlitiG,al

as a conference of this nature should be.. The personalities that we see around

us are not.concerned with expediency, with strategy. or with tactics.of any kind,

but With the s~arcb..fo;r trutha~d.witb the idea.of brotherhood based on the concept.
" . "

that ~knOWledge 1s up:1versal.N.~vertheleBs,since their deliberations.. are bound

(more)
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to atfect human life in all its aspects, it would not be cor~ect to say that they

have no political signif'cance ..... I am sure that !!eit C!oopezstl011 W1:I'I: eade
i:nsioPAb I am sure that their exchange of seientific data will inspire confidence

I # ~

and I am sure that the trend of their discussions will..:t,urn menre thoUghts away,
from war to peace. We all should render our thanks to the scientists wb~.. by, ,
moving in this direction, will expiate on behalf of all of us, that feeling

of guilt which baa so universally been felt, that man in his folly should have

thought of . no better use of a great discovery tban to manufacture With its help

the deadliest instruments of annihilation.

We have a long road ahead of us to traverse before nations can hope to

eliminate the threat of atomic destruction. But we cannot hope to travel at all

unless we begin to take down the barriers to understanding and friendship and

begin to work together in groWing9conrl~enee."T!! excnange'of·scientifi~and

technical data which will take place here is only a first step, but it is an

important and indispensable first step. By the Willing help that the

participating ,governments have given in the preparations for this Conference

and by the character and quality of the contributions that they are making to

its harvest, there is every hope that this first step will prove even more

valuable than it had been anticipated.
~. -

I cannot close these remarks Without a word of sincere thanks to

M. Petitpierre for the generous cooperation of the Federal authorities of

Switaerland and of the Canton and City C?f Geneva. in making it possible 'bo hold

this Conference here. This summer the demands of the international community

on SWiss hospitality have been great, but Switzerland has again given evidence

of its 1litetD8tional spirit which continues to make this country the center of

many of the world's efforts for peace and progress.

* *** *
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SECRETARY-GENERAL OPENS ECOSOCDEBATE ON COORDINATION ITEM
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;

(The folloWing was received from the UN Information Center, Geneva.)

The following is the text of a statement made ,by Secretary-General Dag

Hammarskjold before the UN' Econom:Lc and, Social Council today in introducing

item 4 'Of the 'Council's agenda -- "General Review of the Development and Coordina

tion of the Economic, Social and Human Rights Programs an¢! Activities of the

United Nations and the Specialized Agencies as a Whole":

\
Thel?resident' of the Cotincil, in opening this session" called attention to

~he specialcireurDstances' in which it is being ,held., Fir.at, the tentb' aimi,versary

of the founding of the United Nationsremindsua forc~fu~ly of the vital, con'"

tinuing tasks placed by the Charter upontbeprincipal organs of th~'United

Natio~; l3econdly, we see a.t present'a, trend developing towards easing of the

international tensions'tbat 'have so far lim~ted the Council's possibilities of

action in promoting peaceful 'arid fruitful coopera~ion a~ong nations and "higher

standards of'life in larger freedoms." ,

To a peculiar extent, therefore, we are ,at this time faced both with a

c,ballenge and t?e prospec~ of being able to meet it more successfully tban in the

,past; and, 8S the President has said, this session, by the very nature of its

ag:enda, provides "an opportunity of taking stock, of measuri~g what ~e have

achieved in the past ten years, of consolidating our attack on the problems we

ha.ve tnought to be the most pressing and of coordinating our attack upon them."

The item has now been reached at which it is fitting that this stock-taking,

this review, this conSUltation, should take place.

Six weeks ago I submitted to the Council a written statement by way of intro-
\

duction to this item, in which I tried to trace some of the major trends in the

work of the United Nations family and in the development of the processes of

coordina.tion. My further task today has been greatly facilitated by the discussions

of the world 80cial situation and the world economic situation which have taken

(

place in the Council. (more)

.- <: ",J. " " ... ". ~
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Those very construdtitfe .anCi encol,ir~Si:bg diGcus~iona have provided a broad
, ,', :. , ' ,"

setting and perspective necessa~yfor·the consideration of the major econOmic

and social activities of the Unitecl Nations family. Thelf have also alloYied

consideration i~ some detail-o~ i~ortant phases'ot'the Unite6 Nations' owh

activities,'1ncluding that of the regional economic commissions. I can therefore;

I think I confine myself noW to supplementing my written statement on a very few

points, and first Of::al~ ,on ,the t,,!o, se?:"i.es of"dpcum~nts whicH~ a!~ mot,rt directly

related t9 the presen~ item and are not elBew~e~e cons~der~d, na~~l¥the reports

of the specialized agencies and the reports of the Administrative Committee on

Coordination (ACe').

The reports\of the-specialized agencies have been drawn: up in accor~ance

witbthe desiderata expressed by the Council at its sixteenth and seventeenth

sessions. TheY·are, for the most part, considerably shorter than in the past .and

concentrate on matters of: special concern.to,>the Council. Taken together, they

.. , constitute an extensive and invaluable body of information on the course, develop

ment and proapectsof international action, in particular in the economic and

<social fields. They show~ moreover, how closely the specialized agencies and the

varioUs organs of the United Nations itself work together 'to .... and,! quote a

sentence from David Morse's statement:to the Council ·under an earlier ltem~~

"combine our reeourcestilo'st effectively in an intensified attack on human, need. If

" The· report': of 'the Interna.tiOnal'Labor Organization reviews the 'Work of, that

agency during the' past year , aimed at improving the, working and living conditions

of the working population, at extending social security, and at solving certain

problems closely' connected with economic dev~lopment -- such as problems of produc

tivity, manpower, cooperatives and handicrafts',·, It also discusses the important,

activities of the 0rganization falling within'thegeneral.. program of human rights.

(more)
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The 'Food' andAgricult~re O'r~nj.za;tip~ ~raw$ ,:the at~ention o,f the Council to. ~ " .; . ., ,. ' ..l .•." , .' ~ . . .' "." . ','
the growing urgency of increasingprodvctLVity ~p,or~er to~eep pace with the rapid

• • 1 " ,- .'.!. • -"": f •. ' - , ~' • • .' • :,

population incre8.seand proposes/t,o int~nsif.Y.its work atc;mgthe follo~ng lines;
, ' I ..' '. . ~ '. ' -,. , • .' . • • •

a'ss~s8ing the 'need Of people ~or better nutrition and hig);ler s~an,da.r9s 01: living~.,
. - '. . . . . ,'.. .. ~ ..' :

assessfrtg tbeworld t s' renewable' reso1.U"c~s;:impr~ving the, .quan~ity, q~ality ,and

efficiency of',producti9!;l; achieving be;t.te~:methods of ~i:etribution and con~tiol;l;
, . . .. '", .. ';,.',

educating 'P+.l;>dugers, distributors ~n,d consumers ip the ~doption of more rational,

and ,prqgressivemethods.

The United Na.tions Educatio~al", Scientific a~d Cultural Organization draws the

Counei;J:tspa.rtic:::ularattention to progress and plans in regard to: free and com-
o '. .'

pulsory' school, edu'cation at the primary level; fundament,al ed:U~!=Ltion; racial and

.socia:r terH3ion,a, 'With- particular ref,erence to the social effect s of, industrializa

'tion; 'mutual appreciation of eastern and western ,cultural values; scientific

research for ~he .improvement oflivin~ conditio~s; freedom of information. The

repprt'alaorefers,to the additional resources nQw available to UNESCO for direct

aid to its member states.,

-The World Realth Organization gives,a ge~e~al review of the developments Bnd

the ·trends ·1n the international health programs, which by and large hav'e. moved from

temporary relief'activitiesto the promotion or strengthening of long-term public

health services, and from limited approachagainet single d~seases to comprehensive

. health programs, ,It further outline~ the role recently played by, the organi~ation

in'coo:rdinating international resel:Lrch in the field of health, in promoting.training

facilities tor medical personnel, nurses Bn~ midwives, e~c" and ~n promoting
, , . , ".' . .! .'

cooperation between countriesona regional and even' on a global. basis in the. fight

aga.inst widespread diseases likemala'};'ia" .

If ,I do not refer separately.to the~eports at. the International Civil Avis-
. " -. .

tion Organization, the Internatio~al Tele~omm~nicatipnUnioD, the Universal Postal

Union.and the World Meteorological Organization, it is not bec~use I undere~timate
~ . ',' ,

the importance of the inter~attonal cooper~tion in the ,aviation, telecommunication~,
. . '.

postal and meteo:r.o1ogic.al fields which. those, repqrts ,d~scribe. The words used in
• ' j

describing the vork of the ITO ,secretariat may we~~be applied to the other agencies. '

.concerned: ·,I.IThe· eJ{tent- to whieb, t1:l.e. work is .apt to pass ,unpe.rce~ved i,s the measure
" • • ~..' , . • •••. . I .

of its necessity and of the efficiency of its execution," Nor do I here.r.ef~r

separately to the ·reports ~of tb,e. :eank and the Fund 8inc~. these r,ep()rts .. although

forming part of the do,cumentat.iQIl for tJlis item", we~e conside;r;e,dby ,the cq~nq~l. at

its last session.
(m~re)
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To turn now to the re~ort6 of the Administrative Committee on Coordination,

both the seventeenth and the eighteenth reports reflect the ACC's concern to im

prove the organizational arrangements for tPeexpanded program of technical

assistance. The Council will note on Pages 5 and 6 of the eighteenth report (noc.

Ej2728) formUla on this subject wh:j.ch was worked out between the Directors ...General

of all the participating agencies and mYee,lf. I attach great importance' to this

fermula, which, while leaving intact the constitutional basis of ,the expanded

program and the operational responsibilities of the Technical Assistanoe Board,

spells out the proper internal lines of authority.

The two ACC reports also describe in some detail the progress made in bringing

about a concerted approach -- and, to some extent, concerted action -- in respect of

important aspects of the economic and social programs of the United Nations family.

The later report refers to the COntinuing inter-agency efforts to work out coordin.

ated arrangements in the administrative and financial fields and contains a state

ment on the possibilities of further coordination of public information services,

as requested during the eighteenth session of the Council.

The two reports of. the ACe show,.a,s I have already said in my written- state

ment, that much is being accomplished through the established inter-agency machinery

for coordination, that problems have been avoided and overcome and that efforts --

and seme advances have been made toward achieving really concerted work programs.

It should, not be assumed, of course, that the degree of cooperation or coordina

tion 1s fully satisfactory either to my colleagues in the specialized agencies or

to myself. At any particular ~oment there are likely indeed to be numbers of

problems outstanding, most of them in the ~ourse of finding a solution, but some

perhaps more intractable, problems arising from the overlapping of the areas

assigned to the various international agencies by their respective constitutions

and from the lack ~f coordination sometimes f~und among national ministries.

Nor can we be ~lly satisfied with the effect which it has so far proved

possible to give to the Council f S recommendations about concerting programs through

consUltations ~t the earliest stage of program preparation. Nor, finally, can we

fail to note some disparity between the positions taken by the different inter

governmental organs towards" questions of priorities sndthe concentration of efforts

and resources.

Such entries must be made on the debit ,side of the account, but their signifi

cance must not be exaggerated. As I have stressed before, we have a good and

(tnore)
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effective system ofiriter-secretarie:t coordination~ 'If we can do mor,e and better

depends 'iarge1.y~pOn>theaction of governments and',. no less important, upon the,'

action of' this Councii itself in giving the lead,:and in coordinating the broad'

program"'of economic and social development in which the organizations oftheUnited

Nations family'are participating.

The Ace repOrts and my own statement in Doc. E/2769 are concerned' with the;

coordination of activities among the variOus lnembersof the, United Nations family.

But the question' of coordination has other and very important aspects" two of which

call for mention here. First, there is the relationahipb€tween the various economic

and social goals which cbuhtries pursue under the aegis' ot the united' Nations -~

higher standards of living, full employment, conditions of economic and social

progress aJid d'eve'lopment ,'snd solutions of international' economic and social
, , ., , \ ' . "

problems, to mention a'few of the objectives set out in tlie'Charter., In our inter-

national pr~gi-am'8, as in the processes 01': 'formuiating national policies, s1tuat10ns

are bound t'o; arise' ill which some of these object!ves' compete and ma.y indeed appear

to conflict. 'We wouldfaii to draw the properlesBons from the histbry of the last

twentY:"five years if we' were to underestimate the fmportance Of national objecti,ves, :

being pursued Within a framework of economic eqUilibrium and internati~nal harmony;

the Council has' the r~sponsibi11ty toprdmotethesynthesisot Views and the recon

ciliation of policies 'by which this may be achieved.

The second and last aspect of coordination to' which I want to draw attention

is th8.t c6~cerned With priorities.' The Council: in past years, and particularly in

1952 when it drew'up the list of priority programs of the United Nations and the

speciali~ed agencies', has coneider~d this matter in the broadest terms. rt has in

more recent years dealt with the matter more narrowly in terms of its review Of the

programs f~r the year, or years to come, established by the commiSSions, epecial

organs such as the United Nations Children's Flind, and the specialized agencies.

Ihca~eiehe Cbuncil wishes again to undertake' such a'review of fut~re programs,

the secre~Ei.rf.a.t has prepared;: a :short paper for the Coordination OOmmittee summariZing

actiontak'eri by United Nations organs 'under' the resolutions adopted' bythe,Counc:ll

at lis eieventh, 'thirteenth arid fourteenth sesSions relatfng to the, crit.en:a. "and·

pro6edure~f6~the determina'tion of p:dorities and the 'list of 'priorityptograme ' ,
i t sell~' 'The' 'Sec'retaria1i WiJ.:l j: furthermore, beready'Ei.t 'the' &ordinati6'n Committee

to 'gi:~~ "stidh "det'ailed information 'about. matters of progranl'SIid cO'cirdinstfon :as 'may

be desired by delegations.
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Under the same aspect of coordinatioh also faLls the plan for the streamlining

of the work of the Secretariat in the economid and social fields to which the

Council gave it s' general endor·sement last year. Since then, admini strative and

bUdgetary arrangements based on this plan have been adopted by the General Assembly,

and I have endeavored to carry out the reforms involved,suided by my stated hope

that they would in all respects tend to strengthen the real impact of the work of

the United Na.tions. By and large I have had ready cooperation from the commissions

in tll.:itting the reorganization into effect, but there have been a few cases of

d~vetgence or danger of divergence to.which the Under-Secretary referred at the

opening' of the session. I hope that the position he has taken in these cases, and

which'I am con\Tinced is to the benefit of the United Nations, will be supported by

the Council.

Last year'ssllrvey was directly concerned only with the work and organization

of t~e Departments of Economic and Social Affairs at, United Nations Headquarters,

questions relating to the st.affs of the regional economic commissions and the

Technical Assistance AdmiIiis·tration being left over for later study. I have no

hesitation in eej'ing that the working relations among these various units have

become much closer in the past year, as ,a result partly of the reforms undertaken

at H~a;dquarters.

Toe administrative and organizational arrangements ·involved and such ~uestions

as the actual division of work have, however, recently been under close study of the

. surVey group. These studies, which are not ye~ completed, lead generally towards

the conclusion t~t there should be closer integration and greeter utilization of

common resources in the execution of their responsibilities, as between the staff

assigned to the Department of Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters and the

regional economic commissions.

It is felt that in the field of technical assistance a more rational and

efficient utilization of resources available to the Department of Economic and

·Social Affairs at Headquarters, the regional economic commissions and the Technical

Assistance Administration would materially benefit the governments which arr being

assisted by the program. Proposals are under consideration which would permit a

cloeerworking relationship among these secretariat units and a broader delegation

of work from Headquarters to the field in support of the policy and control responsi

bilities which fall t'o Headquarters to exercise. ,It is hoped through such proposals

to contribute further to the objectives which I put before the Council last summer.

* *** *
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SECRETARY-GENERAL WELCOMES BIG FOUR TO PAUlS DES NATIONS, GENEVA

(The following has been received here from the UN Information Center, Geneva.)

The following is the text of a statement by Secretary-General Dag Hammarskjold

issued this morning at 10 a.m. Geneva time (5 a.m. EDT) immediately prior to the
...

opening in the Palaia des Nations of the conference of heads of governments of

France, the United Kingdom, the USSR and the United States:

"On behalf of the United Nations I have the privilege of extending to·you the

warmwelcome of the Organization to this house, now the center of our actiVities

in Europe, once the home of the organization which between the two great wars

embodied the hopes of the world for lasting peace -- a hope yet to be realized.

It is for us a pleasure to serve four leading members of the Organization and to

put at their disposal the facilities of this house for a conference, the ultimate

purpose of which is the very purpose of the United Nations, and whose immediate

concerns are of the deepest interest to all members of the Organization.

til know that I am speaking for all the peoples Whose hopes and aspirations

are the lifeblood of this Organization, when, on behalf of the United Nations,

I wish you all success in your important task.

UWith these few words I am pleased to ask you to take over for your conference

this council chamber and the other rooms of the Palais des Nations needed for

your work."

* *** *
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SECRETARY -GENEPAL I S ~S3AGE TO WOHLD VETERANS
.;;...-.,;.-;.;..;...,.;...-;.....-----_.. .._.,--.-.-

FEDERATION ON HORLD' VETEFANS D~Y (26 JUNE)
;;.;;...~..;;.;;..;.,- , ....... ---

Once again I have pleasure in sending my greetings to the World veterans

Federation. your decision to celebrate World Veterans Day every year on the

anniversary of the signing. of ,the Charter of the United Nations is ·fitting and

appropriate. There are special ties between the World veterans Federation and the

United Nations which spring from your war sacrifices, and rrom your strong and deep

devotion to peace which has been porn of your direct knowledge of war.

On 26 June tee peoples of the world, in whoee name the Charter of the

United Na.tions was proclaimed, celebrate the tenth anniversary of the successful

conclusion of the San Francisco Conference. Representatives of member states and

of the United Nations family of organizations have convened in Gan Francisco to

reaffirm their determination to save succeeding generations from the scourge of wa~

to promote fundamental human rights, to achieve social progress and better standards

of living. It is gratifying indaed to know that veterans in many countries are

joining with us on this historic occasion, and that by commemorating the anniversary

of the signing of the Charter they are also celebrating their own Veterans Day.

We are passing through our tenth anniversary year with a full realization

that the road to peace may be a long and rugged one but with renewed confidence

that, in spite of the tensions and dangers of the present hour and the compleXity

of the international problems with which we are faced, the read to peace is open.

It would be proper to say that these hopes are being nourished by the fact that

there is no organized war anywhere in the world] by the general aw&reness that

scientific developments of recent years have not only enriched but also endangered

mankind to s~ch an extent that war would mean a total destruction which no nation

would dare to precipitate, and by the happy coincidence that the tenth anniversary

year is also the year of the first International Conference on the Peaceful Uses

of Atomic Energy.
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.' .....

The peace in which we oeli.eVe 'and ',for which we' are 'struggling in our day-to-
I .' ,,", • ",' - , . ,

day effortsis that which 'can' ~orily )j'e'Qi3.sE:,d. on tlle extension of social justice
It'" I' •

within nations &nd among nationa•. In the task·of bUilding th~s,fot1ndation Y011
, , . - . , ',. '>~".' • ,,:';' .• 0" ....:: '.:. ~

have a responsibility stated in the Charter, which envisages the achievement of

the purposes I of th~ Or'ganization in the economic, sociai and.~rt·.,t:L~l1ts,·f:J:E;llds· ,
• 1 __ ~ ,

as a joint effort not only of Government s, United Nat.ions orgsns/' specialized
. '

agencies and intergovernmental organi~tions, but also of non-governmental'

organizations. It is reas8t1ring to see the response of,~hese Qrganizations to

the challenge they received at San Fnincisco,and I wish to pay'tribute on this
. "

occasion to the World Veterans Federation for the excellent manner in which it

has discharged its responsibility, cooperating With the United Nattone in t'hose

fields of activ1tywhich are of common concern. We shallneed!Y0uv~cooperation'

in the future and lca.n only eay that every effort to increase that' cooperation",

and to strengthen the ties between us will always be welcomed by the United:,' .;' ', .

. Na.tions.

*'*** *

) ...

, ,
~ j •.
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COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS BY SECRETARY -GENERAl. DAG HAMMARSKJOLD. -

- STANFORD UNIVER SITY - CALIFORNIA
•

. ,.".

Nationalism - internationalism. These abstract words, so often abused, so·

often misunderstood, co~er high ideals and strong emotions, reflect modes of thought

and action which shape our world.

We often see the Word "nationalism" used in a derogatory sense. The'.' 'same is

·true o·r' the w~rd ttiIit~rne.tionalism." When nationalism c()nnotes, for example, a

"go-it~alone" isoie,tionism, andititernationalism an outlook which belittles the

significance of national life sndof nations as centers of political action and
. ,

spiritual tradition, the worde become contradictory and the attitudes they describe

irreconciliable. From suchinterpretatioDS of the words comes the tendency to think

of nationalism as in fundamental conflict with an internationalist attitude.

But other interpretations lead to a quite different result. Nationalism and

internationalism, when understood as meaning rec0gnition of the ~alue and the rights

of the nation, and of the dependence of the nation on the'world, represent essential

parts of the mental and spiritual equipment of all responsible men in our time.
- -

E~erybody today, with part of his'being, belongs to one country, With its specific

traditioDsand problems, while with another part he has beqome a citizen of So

world which no longer permits national isolation. - Seen in this light there could

not be any conflict between na~ionalism and internationalism, between ~he nation

and the world. .

The German poet and philosopher Friedrich ~on Schiller, conscious of the

importance of his message of freedom and brotherhood, said that he Would find it e'

miserable idea to write only for- one nation. A philosopher could: not ,limit himself

to but a fraction of mankind. This nation or that national event: could inspire him

only in so far as it was of importance to all mankind. In his biography of

Schiller, Thomas Carlyle criticized this attitude. He teared that a feeling which

(more)
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extended to all mankind would be too diffuse to operate as it shotild for individual

life. The world idea would not Drovide the necessary guidance for personal conduct

and might lead to atJ,archy. Schillerrs own enthusiasm, he felt, would move us more

strongly if he had iirected himself to a narrower field.

In a speech on the 150th anniversary of Schiller 1 s death last spring Thomas

Mann dealt with this conflict between the idea of the world and the idea of the

nation as represented respectively by Schiller and Carlyle. He felt that in our

time the narrow field, the nation, was sink.ing back into the past. Everyone should

realize that no problem, be it political or spiritual, could any longer be resolved

on the basis of Carlyle 1s approach. Our world of today in his view required a

universal vision -- indeed, our anguished ,hearts demanded it. Mankind as an ideal

was not too weak a. guide for our conduct. It was necessary, more necessary than

ever, to seek in it an inspiration for all our actions.

We may well feel that there is truth both in the attitude of Schiller and

.- Mann ana ~n· .the· at.titude of Carlyle, but that these great authOrs in, their own

'personalitieereveal that the concepts of the nation and of the world to which they

have given expression, are, each, incomplete and onesided. Are they not firmly

rooted in a national tradition, and yet, do they not b.elong to all mankind? Are

they not internationalists in truth and spirit, and in being so, have they not

served their own peoples? The question is not either the. nation or the world.

It is, rather, how to serve the world by service to our nation, and how to serve

the nation by service to the world.

The dilemma. is as old as mankind. There has always been the problem of how

to harmonize loyalty to the smaller group, inside which we are working, with

loyalty to the larger unit to which this group belongs. However, in our time this

problem has taken on new proportions and a new significance. It has also developed

aspects unknown to previous generations.

For vast multitudes this is an era when, for the first time, they have fully

sensed the rights and responsibilities of free peoples and sovereign nations. It

is also the era when freedOm and sovereignty for the first time have been actually

within their reach. Parallel with great social and economic revolutions Within

many countries, we witness now a world revolution from which peoples. long dependent

on others, begin to emerge as strong, dynamic national states.

In the ~r1deofself-realizationnatural to these new states we should welcome

the constructive element -- a self-assertion like that of a young man coming of

age, conscious of his powers, eager to find hiS own way, to make his voice heard
(more)
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and to render his contribution to progress. We should. llleet this new enthusiasm

with understanding, in full appreciation of the ric~,gifts it may bring to a world

of many nations and peoples infriend;i.Y ..competition. In world affairs suc~ an

attitUde" which is in line with the great t~aditions of this country, may be re-.

garded as an expressic;m of true democracy in international life.•

I have ,spoken about the positive aspeqt ot' the nationalhm of a young state.

Let us not forget that these positive elem~nt~ can be turned into an explosive force·

if repressed or unguided. It is a ~ign of true statesmanship, both in the new

countries and in older nations" so to direct national policies as to avoid col

lisions deve+oping out of unwise ~eactions to the new forces. History places a

burden on our shoulders. The creative urge~ of the emergent nations are tinged

with strong emotions from the past. It is for all of us" denying peither the good

nor the ills of that past" to look ahead and not to permit old conflicts to envenom

the spirit of the creative work before us.

We have;tQ ~ace also another kind of new nationalism, which is a strong force

in every state~ It is a commonplace that recent technological changes have created

a nev kind of interdependence among nations .and brought all peoples much closer

to each other. For reasons wbjch lie outside the political sphere" practically

all mankind today must be regarded as a unit in important economic" technical,and

political respects. Economic changes tend to sweep over all the world. New

inventions influence qUickly the life of all peoples. Because it is more difficult

to limit wars to a single area" all wars are of concern to all nations. Not only

construction" but also destruction may today.be global.

It is natural that this new situation should provoke a resistance" inspired

by the fear that our own country and her own private world might find itself

SUbmerged in some global developm~nt. And so we find people trying to find ~ays

to isolate themselves from geperal trends and to build up closed" protected units.

We can unde~stand" or even sympathize with such a reaction" but we must recognize

that if it represents a resistance to change, it is doomed to failure •. SUch self

sought isolation may persevere for some time. It will not endure forever" and the

longer the change is resisted and .adjustment shirked" the more violent will be

the final reaction when the walls collapse.

The replr to nationalists who wish to remain a~oof in such vain efforts at

self-protectionil;l tha.t the Wf),y to safeguard what they r~ghtlywant to. defend is

not isolation. The waY is a vigorous and self-con;f'ident development" in free con

tact with the world" .of the speci~l qualities and assets of their nation and their
(mor~ )
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people -- a development, which should,give them their just weight in the inter

national balance. Giving thus to the wo~ld what is specifically ours, we could

manifest and protect our nationalchara.cter, .while accepting change and opening

our minds to the influences of the world.

It has been said .that in our world of today, united in an outward sense by

technical developments, international organ:tzation bas ceased to be a utopian

idea and has become a practical necessity~ But what do we mean by international

organization? The term seems to cover a vast ra.nge, from agreed Gooperation,

freely entered into by all nations or by a group of nations, ,to various kinds of

federal arrangements involv'ing var~'ing degrees of surrender of sovereignty.

We undoubtedly need world organization, but we are far from ripe for world

government. Indeed, even modest attempts ,at regional "integration" have met with

considerable difficulties, not because of any superstitious respect for national

sovereignty, but because the peoples want to boW in whos~ hands they put their

fate, if they are to surrender part of their self-determination as nations.

Further: how often have we not seen those who most eagerly plead for integration

among other countries themselves shrink back from even the slightest discipline of

their own sovereign rights?

Discussion about international integration, world organization and world

government throws much light on the problem of the nation versus the world. I

would not regard the wide-spread and often vocal resistance to anything, which

might be constru.ed as tending to limit national ·sovereignty as a new upsurge of

nationalism. It should rather ,be regarded asa symptom of how heavily f~ith in

national self-determination weighs in theecales in every effort to reconcile the

nation and the world. Such expression of national feelings is both an asset and

a liability. It is an asset to the extent that it ref~ects the determination to

sbape one's own fate and to take the responsibility for it. It is an asset as a

brake on immature experiments in international integration. But it is a liability

when it blinds our eyes to the necess1ty of that degree of international organiza

tion which has become necessary to national life.

So far we have considered the question of the nation and the world in what I

may call pragmatic and practical terms. The problem has also an ideological

aspect. Every nation has its heroes, its martyrs and its saints. The world also

has its heroes and saints. One, who :long ago spoke among a small, oppressed

people for the brotherhood of all men, was sacrificed as a danger to the safety

of his own nation. Western ciVilization has aspired for nearly 2,000 years to
(more)
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follow the life and teachings of thie apostle of peace. But all through those

2,000 years nationalism in the narrow and dange~ous sense of the word bas remained

a major force. In the light of history, one might well ascribe to mankind the

words of Milton1s Lucifer: "For onl.y in destroying I find ease to my relentless

thought s • II

The c~~lic may well ask: where in the political and national histories of this

period do we see a reflection of the c::.·eed professed by sovereigns and peoples

alike? The cynic may also sa~r that as the past has been, so will the future be'.

It is my belief that he is wrong on both scores. Whatever doubts history may

cast, I believe that the hope for a world of peace and order, inspired by respect

for man, has never ceased to agitate the ~lnds of men. I believe that it accounts

for the great and noble human .,irit behind ~he ravaged exterior of a history

whose self-inflicted wounds have become more and more atrocious. And I believe

that at the point we have now reached in our technical development, our creed may

gain new possibilities to shape history. A faith like that which has inspired the

spiritual life of the West could seem only a dream to the leader of the people of

a powerful nation which can dominate others, or to consider itself untouched by

their actions. There is a naw situation the day you have to recognize that you

cannot dictate to other nations and that you are not independent of the actions

of other nations. It is more difficult to see your brother in a slave or a master.

It is easier to see him in somebody with ifhom you have to live without giving or '

taking orders. Looking back into the past we see how peoples have been oppressed

-- and how peoples have accepted oppression -- in the name of God. May we not be

approaclling a time when in His name they will instead be giVing and accepting

freedom~

This week we will celebrate here on the West coast and allover the world the

loth anniversary of the signing of the United Nations Charter. It will be an

occasion fOr fresh thinking about the problems and the challenge of our world.

The United Nations is an expression of our will to find a synthesis between the

nation and the world, overcoming the one-sidedness reflected in the words of

Schiller and Carlyle. It is an attempt to provide us with a framework inside which

it is possible to serve the world by serving our nation, and to serve our nation by

serving the world. Whatever may be the past shortcomings of this experiment in

world organization, it gives sense and direction to the efforts of all men who are

(more)
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striving towards !'lo better world. The Organizatiop was born out of :the ;cataclysms

of the Second World War. It phould justify the sacrifices of all fighte~s for '

freedom and justice in that war. I ~ememper the bitter lines of a grea~ Ang~o

American poet who writes in an "Epitaph on an Unknown Soldier":

"To save your world, you aske~ this man to die,

\'lould this ~an,could he. see you now, ask why?"

It is our duty to the past, an9 it is our duty to the future, so to serve, ;. . .... .

both our nations and the world as to be able to give a reply to that anguished

question.

* *** *
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MESSAGE BY SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

FOR INTERNATIONAL RED CROSS DAY, 8 MAY 1955

When so much in international life is fraught ,with complexity and doubt, it

is reassuring to note the steadfast dedication with which the International Red

Cross continues to carry out its humanitarian task and the undiminished devotion of

the more than three million Red Cross volunteers in 73 countries to the cause of
I

alleviating SUffering.

We, who are working for and through the United Nations, can derive fresh

inspiration from this example of international goodwill and the practical effective

ness of the spirit of human solidarity.

So, on 8 May, International Red Cross Day, I gladly pay tribute to the Inter

national Committee of the Red Cross, to the League of Red Cross Societies and to

the many volunteers working through the national Red Cross and Red Crescent

Societies.

The selfless action of these volunteers who give their time and their skills

to the Red Cross enhances the dignity and worth of the human person Which the UN

Charter proclaims.

From its earliest days the United Nations has recognized the value of the

International Red Cross. At its first session, the General Assembly urged Member

Governments to encourage and promote the estciblishment and cooperation of duly

authorized voluntary national Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies. Since then

there have been many occasions when UN agencies have worked together with the Red

Cross in bringing relief to those stricken by war, notably to the people of Korea.

and the refugees in Palestine, or by such natural catastrophes as earthquakes and

floods.

This concern for people as people -- regardless of nationality, race or

creed -- characterizes the spirit of both the United Nations and the International

Red,Cross, and this identity of humanitarian principle bespe~s a continuing and

fruitful cooperation between them.

* *** *
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STATEMENT BY SECRETARY -GENERAL DAG HAMMARSKJOLD

BEFCRE t>1EMBERS OF THE ~\-T YORK STATE LEGISLATURE·.....
AT ALBANY, NEW YORK, eN MONDAY EVENING

28 lJARCH 1955

Governor Harriman ~nd Members. of the Senate and Assembly of the State of

New York:

My coll,eagues and I are very grate~lindeed for the friendly neighborliness

ef the Governor's .invitation to come to Albany for this visit with you.

I hcpe that we ~~y have an opportunity to return your hospitality some time

soon a.t eurHeadquarters down on the East ;River. Twice in the past t-wo years

large groups of Msmbers of Congress have come up frcm Washington ~o visit us and

I can assure you, we would be happy if a. similar custom were to be established by

members of the New York legislature and members of your Governorfs administration.

At all events, may I ask you t~ consider ·tnatyou now have a. standing:invi~ation,

collectively and.individually, to visit us at the United NatiQns.

Some of those present here no doubt re~all the debate in the United Nations

General Assembly that preceded the final decision to accept the invitations from

tbe United States Government, the state of New York cnd the Cg~r of New ~ork, to

es"tabli sli t:b.e permanent headquarters of the world organiza·t~_on e~t its present

'location. This was before my time, but I know there were dOUbts, as well as

enthusiasm, over the choice on both sides. Now, eight and a half years later,

the wisdom .of the. decision from the United Nations point~f view has, I feel,

bee::-. amply confirmed. It is good for the United Nai;ions to be wor'king in the

midst of so great and vibrant a city. The challenge ,which confronts th~ United

Nations in all its work is, in essence, the challenge to bring to bear upon the

diversity of this wlJrld the healing influence of neighborliness. There is no

other city anywhere which could offer to those who work in the United Nations

opportunity equal to ,New York's to live in close and personal contact with this

process in their daily lives.
~~ -.- .·1·--..----...-.. - ..
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On our side, it is also a source of strength as we face the problems and

difficulties that are so obvious in world affairs, to be host day after day to

many thousands of New Yorkers and v~sitora from ot~er states. Their interest

in the United Nations, the hope and faith they manifest in it, give evidence of

a sounder and more sober appraisal of its role among the people generally than.

they are sometimes given credit for.

I am sure they know that the United Nations often has failed and will continue

to fail to find final solutions for some of the problems that are brought to it

by the Member Nations. But they do not for'that reason say, 8S we have all of us

sometimes heard it said, let us abolish the United Nations -- in other words, let

us abandon the effort to find solutions -- any more than they would say, let us

abolish the government of the State of New York because it has not found satis

factory solutions for all the problems that confront it.

The United Nations, as an organization ~f fUlly sovereign Member Nations, is

in no sense, and does not strive to be" some kind of a world government. BQt, in

this respect, the comparison with local~ state and nati~al governments is a valid

one. We can, and should, praise or criticize the record of accomplishment on this

issue or that. We can agree or disagree with decisions that are made or with the

way they are carried out~ But we cannot call into question the need for a United

Nations in the kind of world we must live in without rejecting the spirit that

through all the ages from the beginning has moved humanity to struggle toward more

decent abd civilized ways of living together.

This, then, is the thought I would like to leave with you. The United Nations,

with its mixed past of failure and success" with its future of danger and challenge,

belongs to you, and to all who work in every state and every land for order and

friendship among men and nations. Do not expect the United Nations to be any better

than the strength and frailty of human nature permit it to be. Like all such

institutions, the United Nations reflects both aspiration and a falling short of

aspiration. But the constant struggle to close the gap between aspiration and

performance now, as always, makes the difference between civilization and chaos.

The United Nations is your neighbor in New York because the world has been

drawn so close together that many very diverse peoples and nations have to try to
)A{l.rn t.o live together as better neighbors than befo::e. In this sense, the build
.tngs of the Pern:anent Headquarters on the East River do not represent a fintshed

struct~re, but a process of learning and growing together, of striving toward that
necessary end. Put this way, we are all partners together in the venture. And so

I ho~e you will permit me to end this resp~nse to your welcome by saying that we in
the S~cretariat think of you not only BS good neighbors, but as good partners in a

cause t~at. l_fl COtUIlon to all mankind.
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STATEMENT BY SECrtETARY -GENERAL DAG HAMl'IARSKJOLD

BEFORE NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE YOUTH FORUM

I take pleasure in welcoming here at the United Nations Headquarters the New

York Herald Tribune Youth F"rum for High Schnols. You are going to discuss "The

World We Want." What subject c0uld be more fitting for the generation which has

to carry responsibility for the w0rld of tomorrow, suffer from its weaknesses and

enjoy the progress it may achieve? What subject could be more fitting in this

hall where the governments of the world collaborate in an effort to create a better

world?

"The World VIe Want?" How could I describe it in any better way than by

quoting an expressinn often used by the Secretary of State cf this country: we

want a world of liberty in peace. These words go a long way to define ideals

which are, or should be, common to us all. But they need an explanation, they

need to be elaborated in order to become tangibile and inspiring aims of a day to

day policy. T~o often today we see a peace which is not true peace, or a liberty

which is nnt true liberty. We cannot have true peace until we have created a world

without fear. We cann"t have true liberty until there is no man nor any group of

men, any longer in a position to suppress the free development of the good in

all individuals, groups and nations.

I am sure that the discussion today will do much to clarify the issues at

stake. Let me as an executive of the United Nations who ,has the priVilege of

welcoming you here, devote a few minutes to the question nf the road to liberty

and pea.ce.

The other day I read scme 0bservations on the perennial laws nf peace-making

made by an outstanding observer of foreign affairs. He enumerated what he called

the fundamentals of good negotiation -- careful preparation, truthfulness, pre

cisir-u, patience, impassivity and m0desty. These are good qualities ~n all roads

of life. They are essential in dealings between nations nr inside nations where

we have to carry responsibility for the fate of 0thers. There is a Widespread
(more)
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view that diplomacy is a game where it pays to be shrewd, where moral laws are

somehow suspended and where it is laudable to fonl your adversary. Need I tell

you that such a. view is wrong? Diplomacy of this kind may yield temporary and

limited successes, but it will never lay the foundaticn for lasting agreements.'

or understanding. Frankly, how can anyone believe that the road to a,world of

justice and peace is one of deceit and the destructive use of force? In -inter

na.tional politics the right road is to defend to the best of your ability the

interests which you are called upon to represent, but always in ways that uphold

the principles which you want to see realized in the world of tomcrrow. The laws

applicable to constructt"ve politics are not different from the laws applying to

a game based on fair play: fight for your team but remember that your adversaries

of today were your friends of yesterday and will have to be your friends of

temorrow.

Here in the United Nations you meet a type of negotiation and policy-making

of recent date. The Member Nations of this Organization are working together in

the full light of publicity in order to find common lines of approach that will

reduce frictions and create more effective means for peaceful progress. In that

effort there is no easy way to success and there is no short cut to progress4 We

have to build slowly and solidly with careful preparation, truthfulness, precision, .

~atience, impassivity and modesty -- all those qualities to which I Just referred

as basic to good diplomacy. One of the great men of this age, Sir Winston

Churchill, is q~oted as remarking at Yalta on the vanity of efforts to remake the

world in five days when even the Lord had taken seven. Sir Winston used a jest

to remind us of a sober truth. You can seek to influence devel('pments towards a

better world, you can put your shoulder to the wheel with all your force, but the

course of history is subject to certain limitations which you cannot over-leap.

In a cold climate you do not ask for apples in spring or daffodils in the fall.

We are all eager to see the results of our efforts. We are all yearning for

better days, but we must all learn patience. In exerting patience we shall also

have to have the courage to face facts. There is, in international politics as in

the lives of all of us, a tendency to engage in wishful thinking when what we are

striving for seems too distant. ' In that mood politicians and diplo~ats ~ay pUbli

cize as a great victory agreements which are acceptable to all parties only because

they read 1:hem :In different ways. In that kind of self -deceiving impatience a

semblance of unity, which in the depth of our hearts we know covers a deep disunity,

may induce us tn believe that the millenium is just around the corner. SUch false

(more)
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optimism is just as dangerous, just as great a hindrance to true progress as B

false pessimism. No lasting success is possible without the patience and the

cO'Irage to face facts -- any more than it is possible 'Without the faith that man

kind will reach its goal if we, everyone in his own place, is willing to pay the

price.

Thus a study of what is the road to the world we want, the world of liberty

and peace, brings \~8 finally to considerations of a moral nature relevant to each

single one among us. The highest qualities in politics and diplomacy are the

highest qualities also in c~mon life. The best fighter for liberty is the one

,who has achieved such inner freedom as eradicates in him all tendencies to fool

or press or bully others. ~be6t fighter for peace is he who is willing to

sacrifice his own peace for that of others.

The ideals I have painted hare in my attempt to define the conditions under

which we can make progress towards the world we want, are the very ideals which

should characterize life in the world we want. Thus, in our individual approach

the goal and the road to the goal tend to be identical. It follows that for one

who accepts his responsibilities in life and to his fellow-men, his hope in a

better future and his dream about peace do not make him a grudging citizen of the

far from ideal world in which he has to work and struggle. He will draw the neces

sary patience from his satisfaction in being one gf those working for the world

we want.

In the light of what I have said, you will certainly understand that we who

give our time to the efforts embodied in the United Nations do so as modest partners

in a great venture with a deep sense of gratitude- Jailures, set-backs and weak

nesses should not be permitted to discourage us. And they should not be allowed to

discourage you as citizens of your countries or -- perhaps __ as future members of

the United Nations Secretariat or of Delegations to the United Nations, fr~m giving

all your best to the realization of the high purpo8e~ of this Organization as

defined in the Charter of the Un!ted Nations: "to save succeeding generations from.

the 8courg@ of war," to further "the dignity and worth of the human per son," and

"the eq'lsl rights of men and women."

* *** *
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STATEMENT J;;( SECRETARY-GENERAL DAG HL\MMARSKJOLD
At the Preview perlorme.nce" of ~;y ~E!..'s nAss~fZ.mel)::'Children"

2 Februa.ry" 4}2§ ,R.~ Gener~:l;.~embllHa.l!

This is a. very special occa.sion. I welcome you today to the premiere of &

new film by De.nny Kaye about one ot the moet significant programs of the United

Nations -- the United Nations Children fa Fund.

About a yea.r and a. half aco, Mr. K'.aJe ne1ted the Unit-ed Nations. He then

got the idea of telling the lJttWY ot the work UNICEF is doing for the sick a.nd

undernourished children of the world. He came into my office that day and

enthusiastically told me hi s plane. He cnmmunice:ted his enthusiasm to men such

as Adolph Zukor, Barney :Balal'an and Frank Freeman of Paramount Pictures, and theyJ '

together With the entire Paramr,unt organiza.tinn, gave generous support to the

project. D6nny Kaye traveled to Asia t,() see personally what UNICEF wa.s dning.

The reeult is the film we at-e about to see, ca.lled "Assignment Children." Pa.ra

mount Pictures will now preeent it allover the vorld in 17 languages.

There is no question that UNICEF is a moving story of international coopera·

tien 1n a deeply human program. Every month UNICEF milk and medicine reach some

2,500 ,000 children. UNICEF eupplie e are today enabling a.lmost 90 countries to

greatly ~roaden health services for children who would ntherwiee have little or no

protection. Since its inceJ?Gi~n eight years ago, UNICEF has helped governments to

vaccinate over 43 million children against tuberculosis, to treat four million

children for yaws, to protect over 14 million mothers and children againBt malaria.

and to feed some 17 million children.

Now this story will be told, not in statistics, but ·1n a direct and personal

manner 'by a famous and beloved artist. Telling this story is an 1mpwtant aspect

of the program itself. The sympathy and the imagina.tion that inspired Danny Kaye

end hie aasocia.tea of Paramount Pictures to make the film is identical with the

feelings which inspire thousands of people throughout the world to work unselfishly

for the United Nation~. They deserve our thanks and our praise, for it is through

'the unflagging efforts to create institutions of international cooperation "such a.s

UNICEF that civilization moves forward.

On behalf of the United Nations / I extend my warm thanks to Danny Kaye and to

Paramount Pictures for their help in this work.

* *** il·
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.STATEMENT BY ~RETARI -GENERAL UPON ARRIVAL AT IDLEWIW AmPORT

The following statement W8.e made by Secre'ta..t7-General ~g BenJDe.rsk.101d

upon his arrival at New York International Airport (Idlew1ld) at 6:02 p.m.:

"My visit to Peking Y-.3 1"'. first stage in my efforts to

achieve the release of the eleven flyers and other UN Command

personnel still detained. I feel that my talks with Mr. Chou En-la1

were definitely useful fr;yr this purpose. We hope to be able to

cr)ntinue our contact. The door t1:Bt bas been opened can be kept

open, given restraint on all sides."

* *** *
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